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Abstract
Degenerative diseases feature neurochemical and neuropathological changes which are
intimately linked with excitotoxicity. PSD-95 a protein of the NMDA receptor complex, containing
PDZ domains coupling its subunits together, has been found to mediate Glutamate induced
excitotoxicity via calcium intrusion and oxidative stress and is therefore a potential therapeutic
target in the mitigation of this process in neurodegeneration. PDZ binding ligands have been
designed based on the binding sequence of the NMDA receptor PMCa2b Calcium channel
sub-unit in order to disrupt the process but bypassing crude NMDA receptor blockade (a largely
non viable strategy). Current PDZ binding ligands currently have Kd constants in the micromolar
range and tighter binding is required (Kd constants in nanomolar range) for therapeutic use.
Structural alterations have been proposed by various researchers to this end including
cyclisation of PDZ peptide ligands. Putative PDZ binding ligands were modelled in Silico based
on existing structures but with important refinements to improve binding affinity. Ligand-Protein
Docking was simulated in Silico in order to select a group of ligands to synthesise. Solid Phase
peptide Synthesis was employed following an Fmoc protocol in mild conditions. The PDZ
binding peptides produced were then testing in vitro on the SHSY-5Y cell line in the presence of
2mmol Glutamic acid insult and cell viability quantified via MTT assay. The results indicate that
the modification of a linker residue and side-chain on the PDZ ligand can improve affinity as
seen by an increase in living cells. The results also show that cyclisation alone does not confer
improvement in PDZ binding affinity contrary to what has been postulated by other researchers.
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Introduction
1.1

Neurodegenerative disorders

Neurodegeneration is an umbrella term for the processes that lead to the death of cells in the
brain and spinal cord - essentially a chronic progressive neuropathy. Many neurodegenerative
diseases including Alzheimer’s, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s
are characterised by progressive loss of function and cellular atrophy that frequently affect
specific neural systems; motor, sensory, or cognitive.1 It is important to note that
Neurodegeneration contrasts with necrotic cell death caused by ischemia and with normal
apoptosis. A common motif of neuro-degenerative disorders is excitotoxicity, a process by which
receptors such as the NMDA assembly are over-stimulated by their ligands (such as glutamate)
leading to downstream neurotoxicity.2 The close association between excitotoxicity and
neurochemical and neuropathological changes involved in acute neural trauma (stroke, spinal
cord trauma, and head injury) is the basis of this work in researching the characteristics of
potential neuroprotective agents that may mitigate excitotoxic damage.

1.2

PDZ domains of PSD-95 and the NMDA receptor

In neuronal synapses PDZ (PSD-95 - DLG - ZO1) domains of the PSD-95 protein of the Post
Synaptic Density interact with the NR2 subunit of the NMDA receptor complex (NMDAR) and
are one of the pathways that facilitate normal conduction and excitotoxicity. PDZ domains are
named after the first three proteins in which these domains were found: PSD-95 (Post-SynapticDensity, 95 kDa), DLG (Drasophila melangolaster Discs Large Protein) and ZO-1 (Zonula
occludens 1) 3
PDZ domains are important motifs in Eukaryotic cells that function as intracellular signalling
mediators and were first identified as homologous sequences in 1992.3 PDZ domains are
scaffold-like and possess homologous sequences that are able to recognize a variety of
endogenous ligands via short, common motifs at their C-terminus and change conformation in
response.2
This functionality facilitates the domains in modulating the transport, localisation and assembly
of supra-molecular complexes. Recently PDZ domains have also been shown to recognize
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internal motifs that resemble the C-terminus sequences. They have been identified in the
genomes of a wide range of organisms from Drasophila to Human and in the latter were found
440 PDZ domains in 259 different proteins.3
PDZ domains have been implicated in the mediation of a number of protein-protein interactions
of interest especially those at the plasma membrane where, for example, PDZ domains serve to
couple internal cellular biochemical processes to external stimuli.4
As mentioned earlier this study is concerned with PDZ domains on PSD-95 of the Post-synaptic
density, where PDZ domains couple PSD-95 to the NR2A NMDAR subunit via PDZ-2 and
couple PSD-95 to the PMCA2b calcium channel subunit of NMDAR via PDZ-1. PSD-95 (also
known as synapse associated protein, SAP-90) is a protein of the NMDA receptor complex
containing five domains; three PDZ domains, an SH3 domain and an inactive guanylate cyclase
domain. These domains can interact with ion channels alone or in tandem.5
According to the Zeus molecular visualisation software6 loading data for the crystal structure of
PSD-95 by Piserchio et al, the PSD-95 protein itself has the sequence of: E62YEEITLERGNSGLGFSIAGGTDNPHIGDDPSIFITKIIPGGAAAQDGWLRVNDSILFVNEVDVREVTH
SAAVWALKEAGSIVRLYVMRRWPPSLTKL (from N- terminus to C-Terminus, residues of binding
site in bold)
which in 3-letter amino acid codes corresponds to: Glu62-Tyr-Glu-Glu-Ile-Thr-Leu-Glu-Arg-Gly-Asn-Ser-Gly-Leu-Gly-Phe-Ser-Ile-Ala-Gly-GlyThr-Asp-Asn-Pro-His-Ile-Gly-Asp-Asp-Pro-Ser-Ile-Phe-Ile-Thr-Lys-Ile-Ile-Pro-Gly-Gly-Ala-AlaAla-Gln-Asp-Gly-Trp-Leu-Arg-Val-Asn-Asp-Ser-Ile-Leu-Phe-Val-Asn-Glu-Val-Asp-Val-Arg-Glu-ValThr-His-Ser-Ala-Ala-Val-Trp-Ala-Leu-Lys-Glu-Ala-Gly-Ser-Ile-Val-Arg-Leu-Tyr-Val-Met-Arg-ArgTrp-Pro-Pro-Ser-Leu-Thr-Lys-Leu
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(Figure 1) – Rending of PSD-95 by Zeus molecular visualisation software. (developed by the author)6
showing the tertiary structure of the protein backbone (blue ribbon) and PDZ1 domain (orange) with sidechains shown for PDZ domain only. Intramolecular Hydrogen bonding shown in light green. The rendering
is based on the crystal structure elucidated by Piserchio et al and published in their PDB data file
provided at the RCSB.org database server.

The NMDAR complex has an important role in synaptic plasticity, neuronal development, and
senescence. It is a heteromer consisting of two NR1 subunits possessing glycine binding sites
and two NR2 subunits (expressed as four subtypes NR2a to NR2d).7
The NMDA receptor belongs to the group of receptors that are activated excitatory amino acids,
others in this group are the AMPA. Kainate and Metabotropic receptors. The NMDA receptor
possesses unique pharmacological properties which according to Rang and Dale play a role in
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neuropathological mechanisms. NMDA receptors facilitate Ca2+ entry on activation, are voltage
gated with Mg2+ (the Mg2+ block being removed on depolarisation) and require Glycine as a cotransmitter (Glycine was previously thought to serve an excitatory function).8
The NMDA receptor is coupled to the PMCA-2b
calcium channel via PDZ1 domain of PSD-95
expressed in neuronal tissue and is central to the
regulation of intracellular calcium levels.

During

activation of the NMDA receptor complex, PMCA2
utilises ATP to pump Ca2+ into the intracellular
space.9 Immunoprecipitation studies by Austen et al
confirm that the NMDA receptor subunits NR1 and
NR2a

interact

with

the

PMCA-2b

(Plasma

Membrane Calcium ATPase Isoform 2b) channel (Figure 2) – NMDAR complex. PSD-95 in
pink with its two PDZ domains labelled 1
via the PDZ domain of PSD-95 at it’s C-terminus.10
and 2.

Intracellular calcium signalling serves to activate a variety of intracellular enzymes but can also
initiate disease processes, one of the several proposed mechanisms of neurodegenerative
disorders.

1.3

Proposed mechanisms of Neurodegenerative disorders

There are a multitude of causes of neurodegenerative diseases and common pathways by
which neurodegeneration proceeds have been identified through research and can be broadly
categorised as infective (prion disease as in CJD), Autoimmune (PANDAS – Paediatric
Autoimmune Neurological Disorder Associated with Streptococcal has both infective and autoimmune components), involving inclusion bodies (PD, AD, HD), ingestion of a neurotoxin or due
to excitotoxic insult and oxygen radical production or premature activation of cell apoptosis (i.e.
excessive Ca2+ influx). There is overlap in these mechanisms and they are not mutually
exclusive.
The term Oxidative stress is used to describe an imbalance between the formation of oxidative
species and the cells ability to detoxify and repair the damage. Reactive oxygen species such
as hydrogen peroxide and hydroxy radicals are examples of oxidants that can disrupt cellular
processes if they accumulate. They can be produced in small amounts during normal aerobic
-9-

respiration where any damage caused by them is mitigated by cellular repair mechanisms
however oxidative stress occurs when the formation of these species is greater than the cells
capacity to repair the damage. Oxidative stress can lead to the premature triggering of
apoptosis, necrosis and is implicated in many neurodegenerative diseases.
Research from various sources, in agreement, has shown that neurodegeneration is often
linked with accumulation of insoluble protein aggregates and that most of the proteins implicated
in these diseases have a strong propensity to aggregate - Prions in CJD, Amyloid-β plaques
and neurofibrillary tangles in AD, Lewy bodies in PD, and nuclear aggregates in Huntington’s
disease. According to Wolozin et al, immunochemical techniques have shown that even in
diseases where inclusions were not initially recognised as a major feature, inclusions have been
identified. They then go on to say that the inclusion protein is intimately connected with the
cause of illness in these cases.11
Examining all of the proposed mechanisms of neurodegeneration, not all of which have been
fully elucidated, is beyond the scope of this work. The relevance of aggregating proteins to
excitotoxic insult however can be explained by the amyloid hypothesis for AD, which implicates
Amyloid-β peptides as central to triggering neuronal degeneration where Amyloid-β fibrils are
postulated to disrupt the cells calcium ion homeostasis via excessive stimulation of the NMDA
receptor resulting in Ca2+ intrusion and premature apoptosis.
Astrocytes of the neuroglia, supportive cells to neurones and constituents of the blood brain
barrier, also play a part in senescence and neurodegenerative disease (as seen by their
hypertrophy and hyperplasia). The reader is directed to the work entitled “Astrocytes in Brain
Aging” by HM. Schipper.
The pathways described above are therefore each potential targets for pharmaceutical
intervention.
1.4

NMDA mediated excitotoxicity

As this work focuses on the mechanism of excitotoxicity via PDZ domains of the NMDA receptor
complex it is necessary to have a cursory look therapeutic strategies at mitigating NMDA
receptor mediated excitotoxicity before the detailed work on disrupting its coupling to subunits
via PDZ domains (the strategy this work is concerned with) can begin.
- 10 -

As previously mentioned the NMDAR complex has an important role in synaptic plasticity,
neuronal development, and senescence. Direct blockade of the NMDA receptor complex is not
a feasible approach and according to some authors is “a failed strategy in stroke and can be
deleterious to animals and humans.”

12

In epilepsy and other conditions, blockade of initial

events in NMDAR activation or Ca2+ entry is effective in principle if administered before
excitotoxic insult but fails in practice or is associated with intolerable side-effects. It is important
to note that increased influx of Ca2+ is not the only mechanism of excitotoxicity as the NMDA
receptor complex is also coupled to Nitric Oxide synthesis which can also lead to downstream
Neurotoxicity. Cui et al in their comprehensive proteomic and biochemical analysis of PDZ
binding ligands found that it was only the removal of PSD-95 or nNos from neurones and not
other domains/pathways (PSD-93, SAP97, SAP102, or TIP1) that reduced excitotoxic damage
inferring that PSD-95 and nNOS are the primary pathways in NMDAR mediated excitotoxic
damage.12
It is evident that involvement of PSD-95 within the NMDA receptor complex is a common
denominator in the mediation of excitotoxic processes and since its PDZ-2 domain binds to the
PMCA-2b at the NR2B subunit this interaction is an ideal drug target in the mission to mitigate
excitotoxic damage. Migaud, El-Hussein et al have postulated that PDZ domains have
overlapping functionality with MAGUK (Membrane Associated Guanylate Kainase) and have
demonstrated

that

PSD-95 Knockout

mice

do

not

suffer

catastrophic

neurological

developmental defects but exhibit a decrease in efficacy of receptor clustering33. Furthermore it
has been shown that disrupting this interaction using peptides generated from the C-Terminus
of NR2B decreases the vulnerability of neurones to excitotoxicity and ischemia.13
1.5

PDZ domains and their binding

1.5.1 PDZ interactions: Spaller, Piserchio et al
PDZ domains are classed by their affinity for C-Terminal peptide ligands3,4 as follows: Class

Binding sequence

PDZ domain containing

Class I

-(Ser/Thr-X-φ)-COOH

Syntrophin, PSD-95 (PDZ1 and PDZ2)

Class II

-(φ-X-φ)-COOH

hCASK, Erythrocyte p55

Class III

-(X-X-φ)-COOH

Mint-1, SITAC

other

-(D-X-V)-COOH

nNOS, MAGI (PDZ2)

(Table 1) – PDZ ligand classed by their affinity to “binding sequences” above. where X=any amino acid,
3
φ=hydrophobic amino acid (V, I, L). (NB: PDZ binding sequence of interest to us in bold).
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Piserchio et al have undertaken detailed structural studies of the interactions between PDZ
domains (classes 1 to 3) and their respective selectivities to the C-terminus of PDZ interacting
proteins such as Kv1.4 (potassium channel), CRIPT (microtubule associated protein), and
GluR6 (kainite receptor). Their work has demonstrated that the most specific peptide to bind
PDZ-1 was the C-terminal peptide sequence of Kv1.4, with a Kd of 1.5µM, and a sequence of
Tyr -5-Lys-4-Glu-3-Thr-2-Asp-2-Val1-OH (N to C terminus) and this sequence corresponds to the
affinity of Class I PDZ domain (as contained in PSD-95) 3,4
Piserchio et al have also proposed a structure of a cyclic ligand designed to target PDZ1 of
PSD-95 incorporating a ß-Ala bridge between Glu-1 and Lys-3 (substituted for Asp-3) designed to
confer stabilisation on it’s interaction with the hydrophobic pocket (ß2 strand ß2- ß3 loops) of
the PDZ domain.12
Li, Saro, Spaller synthesised a
group of ligands based on the
cyclic

structure

but

with

varying ring sizes. They then
determined
binding

Thermodynamic
parameters

and

respective Kd constants for
each varied ligand.4

(Figure 3) – Cyclic ligand with ß-Ala bridge

1.5.2

PDZ ligands – Austen et al

Austen, Empson, Duberly and Turner subsequently designed a ligand, Ruth-2, R2 based on
Piserchios proposed cyclic structure but possessing a number of important modifications namely a Hexa-arginine (Hexa-ARG) tail and a biotin marker attached to the side chain of
Lysine-7. The hexa-Arg sequence is a cell penetration sequence, a repetition of six arginine
residues that aids in cellular penetration via endocytosis. This hexa-Arg sequence is also NAcetylated to confer protease stability. The Biotinylated lysine serves to allow visualisation when
an anti-biotin antibody is added.9
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1.6

Objectives

It is clear that PDZ domains are an important cell-signalling phenomenon, their significance
goes beyond their implication in glutamate induced excitotoxicity and this poses a range of
questions that necessitate further research along many avenues; proteomics, mutational and
structural studies etc…This study however concentrates on ligands that target the PDZ-1
domain of PSD-95 and it’s interaction with PMCA-2b and their effects on the NMDA receptor
complex.
My main objective is to develop a “tighter binding ligand” than existing ones, which have Kd
dissociation constants at micromolar concentrations.14 As there is an inversely proportional
relationship between Kd dissociation constant and affinity, it follows that ligands that bind with
micromolar concentrations will exert less of an inhibitory effect on the NMDA receptor complex
than those with nanomolar Kd dissociation constants. In particular I aim to use molecular
modelling as means of rational drug design to select putative ligand(s) to synthesise that
improve on the binding characteristics (decreased Kd dissociation values) of Ruth-2 (R2), an
existing PDZ binding ligand which has a Kd constant of approximately 15µM. It is likely that
because current ligands are based on the terminal sequences of proteins that interact with PDZ
domains which are important signalling mechanisms in neuronal cells, a low micromolar affinity
exhibited allows for association and rapid dissociation in vivo14 and by modifying ligand structure
better binding characteristics (appropriate for a medicinal agent) may be achieved.
The crystal structures of PSD-95 have been solved12, 15 and are available in PDB (Protein Data
Bank) software file format from RCSB (The Research Collaboratory for Structural
Bioinformatics). This allows us to visualise the interactions of putative ligands and facilitates the
use of molecular modelling and docking simulations to provide structural and energetic data
prior to the design and synthesis of a novel PDZ binding ligand, J1.
Irrespective of the final binding affinity of our proposed ligand, I hope that this
project will contribute to ongoing research by acquiring additional data on the characterisation of
PDZ binding ligands, specifically those recognised by PDZ-1.
As mentioned the novel ligand Jamie-1 (J1) will be designed to target PDZ-1 of PSD 95 based
on R-2. This will be achieved by means of molecular modelling and docking simulations utilising
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one or more software tools (i.e. Swiss PDB viewer, ArgusLab, Fujitsu Scigress Explorer™ - See
appendix for more information). Investigation of possible alternatives to the ß-Ala bridge as well
as other interactions with the PDZ domain will be made by means of calculation in order to find
an optimised conformation of ligand-PDZ; one with the lowest overall free energy. This process
will dictate the final structure of J1 to be synthesised.

1.7

Molecular Dynamics and Molecular modelling

Since times immemorial mankind has sought to understand and grasp the fundamentals of
natural processes through devising models, from physical to conceptual. Computational
chemists and chemists using computational methods continue in this pursuit, harnessing as
Moore postulated in his famous law, the exponential growth of processing power to assist in
their endeavours. I shall do the same in my objective to obtain data on the binding
characteristics of putative PDZ binding ligands in order to select one for synthesis and in vitro
testing.
According to Schlecht, “Molecular modelling in the broadest sense is the use of graphical,
mathematical or physical representations to help understand and predict the properties of
molecules”. I have included below a timeline showing key developments in chemical modelling
that have taken us from simple valency rules dictating drawn lines to the extremely complex and
useful bio-molecular modelling systems we use today.18
1.7.1

Timeline – An overview of the history and progress of molecular modelling

Date
1858-1861
1861
1860
1865

1867 - 1869

Development(s)
A. Scott Couper, F.A. Kekule, AM Butlerov independently introduced the
principle rules for valence and drawn lines representing bonds
JJ. Loschmidt produced graphic displays of 368 structures including
benzene
Louis Pasteur extends molecular structure into the third spatial dimension
(thanks to his work on Chirality)
August Wilhelm Hoffman invented the first recorded physical molecular
model in chemistry. And used the analogy of a croquet ball and stick to
describe carbon compounds in his lectures at the Royal Society
His colour scheme is still in use today, and has been extended by the
Institute of Physics.
2d drawn Ball and stick models utilised by Crum-Brown and Sir Edward
Frankland and B.F. Duppa in 1869
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1869 - 1874
1890
1898
Early half
of 19th
Centaury
1946

1950

1951

1953

1960
1961

1965

1968
Early 1970s
1971
1972
1974
mid 1970
Early 1980
1983
1986

E. Paterno in 1869 declare the molecular geometry of Carbon as
Tetrahedral, later Jacobus Henricus Vant Hoff and Joseph Achille LeBel
C.A. Bischoff suggests energy barriers to rotation around C-C bond
Vant Hoff proposes a “favoured conformation”
Origins of the Force Field concept …Urey and Bradley write quadratics of
Hookes Law
Molecular mechanics method evolved from combining priples of steric
interactions with Newtonian mechanics of bond stretching
Hills forcefield
Foundations of conformational analysis laid when Barton writes a short
note on steroids and how their conformation affects their chemistry.
Appreciation of essentialness of the third spacial dimension in structure
Pitzer describes torsional potential as a cosine function with structure
dependent periodicity
Corey and Bailar used mathematical models to
Watson and Crick present the structure of DNA. No doubt the most
famous molecular model of all time
Montecarlo methods established on the foundation of work by a group of
scientists at Los Alamos, entitled “Equation of State Calculations by Fast
Computing Machines”
Kitaigorodsky
Hendrickson – First Publication of the use of Empirical force field
calculations
Schachtschneider and Snyder
Wiberg developed the Steepest descent algorithm
ORTEP (Oak Ridge Termal Ellipsoid Plotter), the archetypal molecular
drawing software developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Newton-Raphson develops modified Newton-Raphson method for strain
energy minimization
Major Force Field algorithms developed: ECEPP, UNICEPP, MMI and
EAS
Lee and Richards devise Molecular Surface algorithm for use in
representing protein structure.
Wiberg and Boyd presented an algorithm for exploring conversions of
conformation based on systematic modifications of torsional angle
Lemieux group publish first report of computer-aided modelling of
Oligosaccharide utilising crystal diffraction structures.
Suter and Florey apply Force field calculations in the conformational
analysis of Macromolecules (Polypropylene).
Force-field modelling coupled to Graphical User Interface with the
accessibility to desktop computers.
Still group at Columbia develop MODEL (MACROMODEL) software
M. Saunders develops STRFIT molecular modelling program
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1990s

1990s to
beginning
of the 21st
Century

Class II and Class II forcefields
The augmentation of algorithms with high end ab initio calculations and
quantum mechanical derived data.
Implementation of Virtual Reality molecular modelling, Virtual
Biomolecular Environment (VIBE)
Developments in this era show an exponential increase and are too
numerable to outline here, but one can grasp its significance to the field of
chemical modelling both in the present and future.

(Table 2) - Non-exhaustive time-line of developments in chemical modelling18

The computational method no doubt provides a number of benefits in terms of insight into the
dynamics of chemical and biological processes at the molecular level, and as stated earlier I
intend to exploit this for the purpose of this investigation into neuroprotective PDZ binding
ligands.
A common feature of all computational chemistry modelling systems is they all encapsulate a
cross-section of representative states, the complete enumeration of which would be prohibitively
impossible. A crude analogy of this would be that of comparing a fraction 1/3 to the decimal
0.333r, where the decimal represents the model and the fraction represents the actual process,
and where the non-refinement of the decimal is sufficient and convenient (in terms of processing
requirement) to model the real process (i.e. the fractional representation). Storage of decimal
values requires a certain number of data-bits (precision) and processing of these relies on
dividing the processing into portions according to the data bus width, requiring more processing
time for more precision. NB: The phrase representative states is analogous to degrees of
freedom.
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1.7.2

Molecular dynamics and Montecarlo methods

There are two primary methodologies that are the basis of algorithms used in molecular
modelling and simulation, namely Molecular dynamics (MD) and Montecarlo (MC) methods.
1.7.3

Molecular dynamics

Classical Molecular Dynamics is founded on the idea that the energy of a system can be
represented by a function of the atomic co-ordinates. MD algorithms rely on iterative calculation
(repetitive with varying parameters) of classical laws: Newton’s laws of motion, Hooke’s law,
Coulomb’s law, Van der Waal’s Radii etc... Essentially an MD algorithm iteratively calculates the
energy of the system, moves the position of an atom (by changing it’s Cartesian co-ordinates)
and then accepts or rejects the move based on the re-calculated overall energy of the system.
Such methods when employed in energy minimisation, for instance the altering of the
conformation of a molecule to achieve a lower energy are termed “steepest descent”. 19
MD algorithms are known as deterministic; they

Start
Load state

always produce the same results given the same
Intial Input Data

input values. In this work I will employ energy
minimisation for the preparation of putative PDZ

Compute Potentials
and Forces

binding ligands prior to running the docking
simulations to ensure that the conformation of
each ligand is at its lowest energy. As software

Repeat
cycle
until
end
state
achieve

Update atom
co-ordinates

technology in MD has advanced we see MD
algorithms that also have some dependence on
Quantum methods by means of parameterisation.

collect data

In this approach data from quantum methods
may be used to augment and refine the
simulation for certain states.20

Yes
more
steps?

?

No

Output Data

(Figure 4) – Simplified flow chart for a Molecular
Dynamics simulation process.

Save state
End
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1.7.4

Monte-Carlo methods

Monte-Carlo methods on the other hand are stochastic and non-deterministic (due to a
dependence random generated parameters) and therefore offer different results for the same
input parameters when repeated. This occurs because contrary to an MD algorithm which relies
on classical mechanics to move positions of atoms, MC algorithms propose a change in
Cartesian co-ordinates of the atom which is based on random sampling before accepting or
rejecting the move. This allows spawning of calculation processes forming a hierarchical order
of states each performing iterative random sampling – this is akin to the process of natural
selection where a parent state of the system is analogous to a species – a method actually
implemented in genetic docking algorithms20 (discussion beyond the scope of this work). For
instance, if MD methodology is applied for energy minimisation, various states unrelated to each
other will be created (through random sampling) and iterations performed separately on these
yielding various other states. At the end of the process the state which corresponds to the
desired outcome (i.e. lowest energy) will be selected from the collection. Although MC methods,
contrary to MD may yield a collection of different results for the same input parameters, MC
methods are ergodic meaning that the simulation can traverse between two states in a finite
number of Monte-Carlo moves.21
(Figure 5) – Demonstration of MonteCarlo method
employed in the determination of Pi from random
sampling of dots located inside or outside a circle
inscribed within a square.
Right: The ratio of red dots falling within the circle
to all dots in the quadrant is equal to a quarter of
Pi. (where radius=1 then area = 1 and the area of
the arc in the quadrant is a quater of Pi).

1.7.5

PMF (Potential Mean Force)

The PMF function developed by I. Muegge and Y. Martin is a method used to score quality of
the docking of the ligand-protein complex. It is a “knowledge based” function that compares the
interaction and compares it to a known 3D structure to derive pair interaction potentials used to
calculate the energy state of the system.22 The PMF method will be used to generate the results
of the docking simulations of putative PDZ binding ligand Jamie-1 and will be used as a means
of comparing binding affinity to PDZ of PSD-95 in silico.
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1.8

Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis of Jamie-1

Prior to commencing synthesis of putative PDZ binding ligand Jamie1 a suitable strategy is
required – one sophisticated enough to allow us to control the reactivity of different functional
groups during assembly of the peptide, this owing to the diverse nature of amino acid sidechains constituting peptides. Such a scheme involving ‘protecting groups’ will serve to minimise
the interference between reactive functional groups on the molecule and will allow for
orthogonality in cleavage of the protecting groups by offering them specific chemical parameters
that determine their lability.26 The use of protecting groups in synthesis has advanced
extensively since the introduction of the CBZ protecting group in the 1932 and is now a central
doctrine in the production of the vast array of biomolecules we utilise today.27

1.8.1

Merrifield method

In 1963 Robert Bruce Merrifield established the methodology known as Solid Phase Peptide
Synthesis (SPSS), the scheme we will employ in the synthesis of J1. His rational was that when
a peptide is bound to an insoluble support, unreacted liquid phase reagents may be removed by
a simple wash procedure. The initial amino acid is coupled to the insoluble support via the
carboxy terminus which constitutes its’ protection dictating that the peptide is built up via
subsequent couplings from the C-terminus to the N-terminus, contrary to natural synthesis
within the cellular environment which proceeds in the opposite direction.28
The Merrifield method, a major paradigm shift, significantly decreased the time for synthesis and
allowed the synthesis of the tetrapeptide bradykinin within four days, revolutionary at the time,
the advantages of this are still significant today as the process is amenable to automation. We
too will automate the process to produce putative PDZ binding ligand J1 using a microcomputer
controlled MilliGen 9050 peptide synthesiser and Millipore software but using a refinement of
the Merrifield method discussed shortly.
One important factor is the need to obtain high yields within each and all of the coupling steps
as this will determine the overall yield. For instance to achieve a 77% final yield of a 26 amino
acid peptide a 99% yield would be required in each coupling step. If instead of 99% yield at
each step for this same length peptide a 95% yield was achieved, a final yield of only a 25%
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would be achieved. This inherent difficulty requires testing of the chemistry at each step (for
instance, testing for free amines, that washes and couplings are complete etc...).

Start
(i) Remove a-amino protection
(ii) Wash away excess reagent

DEPROTECT
Wash away excess reagent
Repeat
cycle for
each
amino

Activate C-terminus of
incoming amino acid

ACTIVATE
Transfer to Reactor

Attach incoming to
support-bound amino acid

COUPLE
Wash away excess reagent

Re-process un-attached
amino acids

*CAP

CLEAVE &
DEPROTECT
* Optional phase offered
by Milligen 9050 peptide
synthesiser
End
(Figure 6) - showing process of automated peptide synthesis on Milligen 9050 peptide synthesiser

1.8.2

Sheppard and Atherton method

Following further development work in a Cambridge laboratory in 1972, Bob Sheppard and Eric
Atherton refined the Merrifield method to provide another strategy of solid phase peptide
synthesis that overcame problems of using acid labile protecting groups and the associated
hazards of handling liquid Hydrogen Fluoride.

Nu

H

+

Nu

-NuH

+

-H+

(Figure 7) - showing deprotection of an acid labile protecting group (Merrifield method)
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The two methods still share the same fundamental concepts; the use of an insoluble resin
support, excess reagents in liquid phase, assembly of the peptide from C to N termini and
cleavage from the support at the end of assembly. Important differences are the substitution of a
polar resin for the apolar polystyrene support (addressing solvation requirements) and as
already mentioned the use of base labile protect groups which not only addressed safety issues
but overcame the limitation of exposing peptides ever increasing in size to acidic conditions for
longer periods which they required. We will look at Fmoc deprotection as we discuss the
synthesis in more detail later.
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2
2.1

Methods
Molecular modelling
2.1.1

Creating and preparing computer model files

To model putative ligands in silico, Eight separate files in total were created. Four separate
model files were created in Scigress for each drug molecule with a variation in each, that is: the
linker as 1) L-a-ASP 2) L-b-ASP 3) L-a-GLU and 4) L-b-GLU these were saved in Scigress CSF
format (proprietary to the program to circumvent compatibility problems). These four model files
were replicated and modified by inverting the chirality of the linker, such that L-a-ASP becomes
D-a-ASP and L-b-ASP becomes D-b-ASP etc…giving a total of eight models, each representing
a putative ligand in L-/D- and alpha/beta conformations. Charges were added to the N- and Ctermini of the ligands and to any charged side-chains within the molecule and linker, in particular
the COO- of Aspartyl and Glutamyl linkers. – An additional set of simulations were also
subsequently run (using the same methodology) for some standard amino acids with Polar
uncharged side-chains: Asparagine, Glutamine, Serine and Threonine.
A separate model file was created, again in Scigress, containing the PSD-95 protein. This file is
a modification of an original PDB file developed by Piserchio et al but with their ligand removed
so the modified file contains solely the model of PSD-95. This model file was also modified to
include a definition of the PDZ active site (as described and defined below) and again saved in
Scigress CSF format. This file serves as a model of the target protein, PSD-95 to be docked
with putative PDZ binding ligands. NB the protein structure file contains the charges for all of the
the side chains such as the +1 charge of the epsilon amine of Lys-98.

2.1.2

Defining the PSD-95 PDZ binding site to be used in-silico

The residues constituting the active site used for docking simulations was extended beyond the
PDZ motif of … by visually examining the proximity (upto around ~7nm) of the nearby residues
around the PDZ ligand (J1 with b-asp) in Swiss-PDB viewer. The binding site was defined as
follows: -
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Single letter residue sequence:

SG...GFSIAGG...N...ITKII...H...V...K

Single letter residue

Three letter residue sequence

sequence

(with numbering)
SG
…
GFSIAGG

Ser73-Gly74
…
Gly76-Phe77-Ser78-Ile79-Ala80-Gly81-Gly82

…

…

N

Asn85

…

…

ITKII
…
H, V, K

Ile96-Thr97-Lys98-Ile99-Ile100
…
His130, Val134, Lys138

(Table 3) - Residues comprising the PDZ domain (active site) of PSD-95

(Figure 8) - Residues defining the PDZ domain (active site) of PSD-95 for Scigress docking simulations.
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2.1.3

Chirality of the Linker residues

(Figure 9) - Screenshot of Scigress explorer showing L-a-ASP in the left pane and D-a-ASP in the right
pane

2.1.4

Running the Auto-dock simulation for each putative ligand

For each simulation the putative ligand to test was loaded into the PDZ_Final file, and all of the
ligands atoms were defined as a Ligand. Selection of ALL atoms in the project was made
(Ligand/Protein) and the 'add hydrogens' operation was performed.

(Figure 10) –Loading ligand into the Project (left). Addition of Hydrogens prior to docking (right)
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2.1.5

Auto-dock parameters

‘Rigid molecule' and 'rigid active site' and chose PMF scoring and ran the simulation. The
docking was then optimised by selecting the “optimise current binding” option.

2.1.6

Running simulations and collating PMF scores

Scigress automatically stores result data generated from the docking simulation in a file named
Fastdock.log. This file was renamed each time on each execution to the filename of the ligand
under test (to prevent it being overwritten). This was repeated for each of the ligands and the
final docked model was saved in both Scigress and PDB formats for each ligand under test. The
simulations were repeated 3 times for each group of ligand.

(Figure 11) – PDZ ligand docked to PSD-95 within the Scigress workspace
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2.2

Peptide synthesis

The fully linear, orthogonally protected backbone precursor Jamie-1, J1 was prepared on a
Milligen 9050 continuous flow peptide synthesiser using Fmoc peptide synthesis protocol with a
Leu-PEG-PC resin. The methodology followed that of
the synthesis of Jamie-1 predecessor Ruth-2, R2.
Figure 12 (right) – showing MilliGen 9050 continuous flow
peptide synthesiser. The column can be seen on the left
hand side (with blue and white end connectors). The
pumps on the right hand side is a ruby-rod pump with
extending beam and control valves can be seen in the
center interconnected with tubing.

2.2.1

Automated Synthesis of J-1 backbone - preparation

0.8mmol of each of the amino acid residues to be incorporated were each carefully weighed out
and placed in glass tubes and 0.8mmol (304mg) of HATU added to each.
The MilliGen 9050 peptide synthesiser was loaded with the appropriate reagents based on
estimates generated by the MilliPore software for the synthesis according to previously inputted
programme for J-1
Step

Consumption (mL)

Required (mL)

Main wash

1560

1660

Deblock

671

771

Wash 2

0

100

Aux wash

0

100

Syringe 2

84

96

Syringe 3

7

19

AAM wash

304

404

(Table 4) – List of required solvent volumes generated by Peptide synthesiser software (also
calculated were Synth waste of 1692Ml, SP1 waste of 88mL and AAM waste of 852mL allowing
appropriate sized collecting bottles to be attached).
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Biotinylated Lysine was dissolved in 1:1 of DMF:DMSO to aid solubility and the synthesiser
programmed to stop after the first cycle of the triple coupling of Lysine to allow for manual
intervention before automated synthesis of the remaining backbone sequence commenced.
2.2.2

Synthesis scale

The synthesis of Jamie-1 used 0.2mmol of Leu-PEG-PC resin and reagents were added in
four-fold excess
2.2.3

Cyclisation of Jamie-1 and incorporation of linkers

The volume of solvent used for washes corresponded to 3-4 times the volume of the resin. For
coupling, just enough solvent to cover the resin was used to keep the reagents at their highest
concentration.
The peptidyl resin product was transferred from the peptide
synthesiser reaction vessel into a sintered glass funnel and suspended
in DMF (Dimethylformamate). A Ninhydryn (Kaiser test) was then
performed and inspected for Ruhemann's purple (see Kaiser test
subection below). The resin was then treated with 2% hydrazine in
DMF for 3x3 minutes using a stopper to prevent run-off (to remove
IvDde from orthogonally protected Lys at step 2). A wash with DMF
was performed followed by a ninhydrin test (should be blue as free
amine of Lys-2 now available)
The resin was then divided into two into another sintered funnel (to
allow inclusion of two different linkers) – NB: At this point the
procedure is run in duplicate for the two linkers.
Figure 13 Jamie-Glu in
sintered funnel (tube is
N2 supply for bubbling)
2.2.3.1

Incorporation of linkers

Firstly the linkers to cyclised with and incorporated in J-1 were prepared in equimolar amounts
(0.8 mmol required). 0.8mmol of the Fmoc protected Linker amino acid was weighed out into a
glass-tube and 0.8mmol (304mg) of HATU added. This was then dissolved in ~2mL of 7.8%
DIEA (diisopropylethylamine).
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The two resins were then treated with the linker as prepared above and bubbled in N2 to 2
hours. A ninhydrin test was performed (should be clear as free amine should be unavailable
after reaction with linker C-Terminus).
•

When Ninhydrin clear, we proceeded with reaction

•

When Ninhydrin blue – we continued bubbling in N2 for a further two hours and repeated
the Ninhydrin test, if clear we proceeded otherwise we re-prepared the linker but with
BOP, PyBOP or HBTU in place of HATU.

Two washes were performed with DCM (Dichloromethane) on each resin followed by two
washes with DMF. Resins were then treated with 1%TFA (Trifluoracetic acid) and 0.5%
Ethanedithiol (Dimercaptoethane) in DCM for 4x3 mins. Two washes were performed with DCM
followed by a further two with DMF. The resins were then treated with 20% Piperidine in DMF
for 2x12 mins. (to cleave Fmoc from linkers). A wash was performed with DMF followed by
wash was with 7.8% DIEA in DMF.
A ninhydrin test was performed (to confirm cyclisation)
•

If test was clear then reaction was continued (wash and dry down)

•

If test was positive then the another 0.8mmol of coupling agent BOP (dissolved with
7.8% DIEA in DMF) was added and the resin left overnight (to push cyclisation) and
another ninhydrin test performed (to confirm cyclisation).

A wash was performed with DCM followed by a wash was with Methanol and the resins dried
down.
2.2.4

Performing a Kaiser Test

A small sample was taken from resin (~3-4 µL) and placed into a micro eppendorf tube. The
sample was washed with ~2mL of Methanol and centrifuged momentarily to separate the resin
and the supernatant discarded. This Methanol wash and centrifuge was then repeated a second
time and 5 drops of Ninhydrin reagent and 2 drops of (phenol and KCN in Pyridine) were added.
The sample eppendorf tube was then placed in boiling water on a floater for 10minutes and the
result inspected for Ruhemann's purple (positive result).
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2.3

HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography)
2.3.1

Generating fractions for Mass spectral analysis or purification

High performance Liquid Chromotography was used for purification of the synthesis and to
produce fractions for subsequent analysis by MALDI mass spectrometry. A C8 Phenominix
5micron Jupiter column was used with a varied gradient of A) Water and 0.1% TFA with B)
100% Acetonitrile. The fractions were collected automatically and manually pipetted onto a plate
for MALDI Mass spectrometric analysis. When purifing a putative Jamie-n ligand the fractions
were analysed and the one(s) found to contain the base peak of the same mass as the desired
structure were selected for HPLC re-run.

(Figure 15) (above) Fractions on the right were
pipetted into micro-eppendorf tubes and
(Figure 14) (left) – Gilson Computer controlled HPLC

equivolumes of ACN acced. (below) the

system, (right) Automated fraction controller which

samples were then pipetted onto a plate for

collects fractions in specially standard test tubes

analysis by MALDI-Mass Spec.

sequentially arranged in order.
(bottom) Maldi mass spectrometer and workstation.
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2.4

Preparation of cells from SHSY-5Y neuroblastoma cell line
2.4.1

Cell culturing

SHSY-SY Cells were cultured in DMEM/F-12 until they reached ~90% confluency. The following
reagents used were incubated for 15 minutes prior to use (37°C/5% CO2):1. Trypsin-EDTA (0.05%)
2. Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DBPS)
3. GIBCO Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F-12) media
Supplemented with the medium were 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% non-essential amino acids,
L-glutamine and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin. The cells were grown in a humidifed incubator at a
seeding density of 2x104 in a 75cm3 tissue culture flask.
2.4.2

MTT Assay

The cells were then passaged using 0.05% trypsin/EDTA, counted using the trypan blue
exclusion method and were subsequently re-plated into a 96 well plate at a seeding density of
15,000 cells/well in 100 µl of supplemented DMEM/F12 medium. The plate was then
re-incubated for 24hrs overnight at 37°C/5% CO2. After re-incubation the medium was carefully
removed from each well and test-solutions (made up to 200µl in OPTI-MEM with GlutaMax)
were added to the wells which served as control (medium only, camptothecin and 10mm
Glutamic acid), or PDZ-binding peptides (Ruth-2, Jamie-Asn, Jamie-Glu). PDZ-binding peptides
test solutions contained the peptide with 10mM Glutamic acid. An additional control of 2mM
Glutamic acid was also included. The plate therefore contained a number of wells that had no
additions (negative control, medium only), excitotoxin only and excitotoxin in the presence of a
PDZ binding pepide. The plate was then returned to the incubator (37°C/5% CO2) for 48 hours.
In order to quantify cell viability and the effect of cytotoxicity an MTT assay was performed.
Viable cells reduce the yellow MTT solution to a purple colour. An MTT assay solution was
prepared by adding 6mg/ml MTT (3--(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
to to 10ml of OPTI-MEM (excluding phenol red). 10µl (10% volume of cell culture) was added to
each well and the plate incubated for 4.5 hours (37°C/5% CO2).
120µl of the contents of each well was carefully removed and replaced with 100µl (1:1 ratio of
initial cell culture volume) lysis buffer (20% w/v SDS and 50% v/v DMF, pH 4.7). The plate was
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then re-incubated (37°C/5% CO2) for 24 hours to ensure the MTT was solubilised in the lysis
buffer and the absorbance at 570nm measured using a spectrophotometer.
2.4.3

SHSY-5Y cell plating

(Figure 16) – Organisation of SHSY-5Y cell culture plate.

(Figure 17) (left) Hepair sterile work unit (center) Incubator
with 5% CO2 conditions as SHSY-5Y cells can alkalinise The CO2 combining with aqueous environment reduces the
pH to counteract this. Special handling precautions were
observed when handling SHSY-5Y cells so as to minimise
contamination, for instance objects placed into the incubator
were first sprayed with Ethanol.

(Figure 18) – Microscope used
to assess confluency and perform
trypan blue exclusion counting.
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2.5

Results

2.6

MM3 force-field, geometrical optimisation and scoring (for all putative ligands)

ligand

stretch
bend

impro.
torsio
n

6.4410

0.6250

0.0670

0.3610

22.8700

14.1150

-3.4520

-1.0670

38.1990

1.3800

79.5394

12.3340

0.2620

9.6880

0.2030

-53.7410

22.1230

18.6200

-0.9040

44.8200

-54.6580

-1.2439
112.442

stretch

_L_ b_ALA
SLETKL

bend
bend

electro
statics

angle

dihedral

torsional
stretch

van der
waals

h-bond

Score
(kcal/mol)

L_L_J1_a-ASP

6.8200

0.3870

1.9020

0.5350

12.0300

18.7980

38.5970

-1.1850

43.1680

-8.6110

_L_J1_a-GLU

8.4640

0.5250

3.7710

-0.8310

-34.7410

23.4430

30.3780

-1.1620

58.3540

-15.4210

72.7808

_L_J1_b-ASP

7.3720

0.3610

5.3610

-1.3150

29.2630

20.4490

41.9870

-1.0790

44.6010

-5.9130

141.0873

_L_J1_b-GLU

6.7800

-0.0360

5.8140

-2.5450

13.5270

16.4250

36.2100

-0.9740

44.1230

-3.9280

115.3959

D_D_J1_a-ASP

6.0820

0.4950

0.7590

0.4550

-2.9000

17.0940

20.8870

-1.0410

41.3450

-5.1570

78.0192

_D_J1_a-GLU

13.5070

0.6730

3.6330

0.2040

-41.9430

24.4400

36.1450

-1.3030

51.0810

-71.7410

14.6961

_D_J1_b-ASP

7.4920

0.0480

5.3190

-2.6940

47.5070

19.2190

42.3300

-1.2270

44.9820

-9.0040

153.972

_D_J1_b-GLU

42.8970

1.4950

4.4250

0.9690

-48.3930

30.0300

49.7630

-3.4940

45.5850

-43.8770

79.3998

_L_J1_a-ASN

16.7810

0.8030

1.3340

0.1960

-41.7810

24.9980

24.0210

-1.5510

48.7490

-74.4530

-0.9018

_L_J1_a-GLN

7.7780

0.3950

3.4430

0.6050

21.2840

20.3950

15.0840

-1.3180

47.3420

2.1050

117.1115

_L_J1_a-SER

8.5190

0.4630

1.3480

0.4910

40.1490

17.9930

15.4240

-1.2830

47.4150

-2.8420

127.6781

_L_J1_a-THR

8.0330

-0.0910

3.1120

-1.1960

101.6300

33.3280

1.3580

-0.0270

8.5870

0.0000

-48.5269

other linkers (L-)

(Table 5) – Geometrical optimisation results – the structures of each of the putative PDZ binding ligands
were optimised using a MM3 force field function. Parameters used for the optimisation are shown in the
table above. The right hand column (score) corresponds to the lowest energy conformation of the ligand.
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2.7

In silico Docking results (L-amino and D-amino linkers)

(Table 6) – Simulation #1 results
LDPMF score
Linker
PMF score Sidechain
Linker Residue (kcal/mol)
Residue
(kcal/mol) mean
-23.8275
beta-alanine
D-alpha-47.848 aspartyl
-32.2263
716.311
L-alpha-aspartyl
L-alphaD-alpha-46.7253 glutamyl
-42.5063 8714.53735
glutamyl
-23.0419 D-beta-aspartyl
-27.1609
-30.6873
L-beta-aspartyl
-38.8901 D-beta-glutamyl
-13.3044
66.77167
L-beta-glutamyl
L-Group mean
-36.06656 D-Group mean -28.799475
(Table 7) - – Simulation #2 results
LDPMF score
PMF score Sidechain
mean
Linker Residue (kcal/mol)
Linker Residue (kcal/mol)
-32.993
beta-alanine
D-alpha-41.4777 aspartyl
-39.3477
L-alpha-aspartyl
-37.2177
D-alpha-40.8654 glutamyl
L-alpha-glutamyl
-5.52189 23.193645
-32.8316 D-beta-aspartyl
-7.14965
L-beta-aspartyl
-29.9748
-38.6411 D-beta-glutamyl
-38.6663
L-beta-glutamyl
-38.6915
L-Group mean
-37.36176 D-Group mean -27.851473
(Table 8) - Simulation #3 results
LDPMF score
Linker Residue (kcal/mol)
Linker Residue
-28.7454
beta-alanine
D-alpha-42.3098 aspartyl
L-alpha-aspartyl
D-alpha-42.9764 glutamyl
L-alpha-glutamyl
L-beta-aspartyl
L-beta-glutamyl
L-Group mean

-35.3186
-15.2064
-32.91132

(Table 9) – Other AA sim. results
LPMF score
Linker Residue
(kcal/mol)
L-a-Asparagine
-45.1135
L-a-Glutamine
-42.3049
L-a-Serine
-34.642
L-a-Threonine
-16.2267
L-Group mean
-34.571775

D-beta-aspartyl
D-beta-glutamyl
D-Group mean

PMF score
(kcal/mol)

Sidechain
mean

-36.7962

-39.553

-35.4165

-39.19645
10.462525
-17.08205

-30.6971
-20.2185
-30.782075

(Table 10) – Control simulation results
Controls
NR2B C-terminus
Sim. #
beta-alanine
-38.0953
1
-23.8275
-48.9024
2
-32.993
-45.9458
3
-28.7454
mean
-44.3145
-28.5220
sd
5.5852
4.5868
variance
-0.1260
-0.1608
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(Table 11) - Statistics for L- linkers group
Controls
LNR2B
betaSim. #
C-terminus alanine
alpha-aspartyl alpha-glutamyl
1
-38.0953
-23.8275
-47.848
-46.7253
2
-48.9024
-32.993
-41.4777
-40.8654
3
-45.9458
-28.7454
-42.3098
-42.9764
mean
-44.3145
-28.5220
-43.8785
-43.5224
sd
5.5852
4.5868
3.4628
2.9679
variance
-0.1260
-0.1608
0.0789
0.0682
one way ANOVA
Source of
Variation
SS
df
MS
F
Between Groups
511.1422
3
170.3807
2.748632
Within Groups
495.8998
8
61.98747
(Table 12) - Statistics for D- linkers group
Controls
DNR2B
betaSim #
C-terminus alanine
alpha-aspartyl alpha-glutamyl
1
-38.0953
-23.8275
-41.4777
-40.8654
2
-48.9024
-32.993
-42.3098
-42.9764
3
-45.9458
-28.7454
-42.3049
-34.642
mean
-44.3145
-28.5220
-42.0308
-39.4946
sd
5.5852
4.5868
0.4790
4.3330
variance
-0.1260
-0.1608
0.0114
0.1097
one way ANOVA
Source of
Variation
SS
df
MS
F
Between Groups
441.7363
3
147.2454
2.077297
Within Groups
567.0656
8
70.8832

betaaspartyl
-23.0419
-32.8316
-35.3186
-30.3974
6.4903
0.2135

beta-glutamyl
-38.8901
-38.6411
-15.2064
-30.9125
13.6025
0.4400

P-value
0.112418

F crit
4.066181

betaaspartyl
-32.8316
-35.3186
-16.2267
-28.1256
10.3795
0.3690

beta-glutamyl
-38.6411
-15.2064
-34.571775
-29.4731
12.5217
0.4249

P-value
0.181674

F crit
4.066181

(Table 13) - Statistics for standard amino acid linkers group (polar-uncharged side-chains)
Controls
LNR2B
betaSim. #
C-terminus alanine
Asparagine
Glutamine
Serine
Threonine
1
-38.0953 -23.8275
-45.1135
-42.3049
-34.642
-16.2267
2
-48.9024
-32.993
-39.5986
-37.5377
-28.9694
-47.3928
3
-45.9458 -28.7454
-52.2904
-44.9308
-41.1636
-15.8379
mean
-44.3145 -28.5220
-45.6675
-41.5911
-34.9250
-26.4858
sd
5.5852
4.5868
6.3640
3.7479
6.1020
18.1070
variance
-0.1260
-0.1608
0.1394
0.0901
0.1747
0.6837
one way ANOVA
Source of
Variation
SS
df
MS
F
P-value
F crit
Between Groups
632.8382
3
210.9461
2.010701
0.19109
4.066181
Within Groups
839.2934
8
104.9117
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Docking results: Controls and L-/D- a-/b- PDZ binding ligands
60.0000

50.0000

1/PMF score

40.0000

30.0000

20.0000

10.0000

0.0000
c-term

beta-alanine

alpha-aspartyl

alpha-glutamyl

beta-aspartyl

beta-glutamyl

Ligand
L-

D-

(Figure 19) – Graph of PMF Docking scores for controls and L-/D- a-/b- amino acids

Docking results: Controls and L-Amino acid linkers (polar-uncharged side-chains)
60.0000

50.0000

1/PMF score

40.0000

30.0000

20.0000

10.0000

0.0000
c-term

beta-alanine

Asparagine

Glutamine

Serine

Ligand

(Figure 20) - Graph of PMF Docking scores for polar uncharged amino acid linkers (-L -a)
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Threonine

2.8

Milligen 9050 Peptide Synthesiser: in-process analysis results

Automated peptide synthesis allows for in-process analysis of the contents of the reaction
vessel and of incoming reagents during injection and wash cycles which avails characteristic UV
absorbance of SPSS reagents (for instance FMOC absorbs at around ~365nm).
The graph on the left hand side shows the
characteristic format of a monitored wash
cycle

during

continuous

flow

peptide

synthesis. It is depicted here to allow
interpretation of the in-process monitoring.
(Left peak) - Fmoc deprotection
(Central peak) – Acetylation
(Figure 21) – UV monitoring of wash cycle

(Right peak) – same as left but for next
deprotection cycle.

NB: No deprotection peak is seen on subsequent repeat couplings (double, triple couple etc) as
Fmoc group has already been removed in the wash of the first couple of that residue.
Lysine (IvDde), position 19

Threonine, position 18

(Table 14) – Milligen Peptide Synthesiser Detector traces, continued overleaf
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Glutamic Acid (PhiPr), position 17

Leucine, position 16

[Double couple] Leucine, position 15

Serine, position 14

Lysine(Biotin), position 13

[Double couple] Lysine(Biotin), position 12

Manual Intervention for Lysine(Biotin), positions 12, 11
Biotinylated lysine in 1:1 DMF:DMSO did not fully dissolve and blocked the machine on a
previous run. Peptide synthesiser was therefore configured to stop after 1st coupling of
Lys(Biotin) for manual intervention using a different solvent NMP.
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NB: Due to a technical difficult, there was no trace available for positions 10- to 1 (the
two glycine residues and 6 arginine residues)

Plots of Fmoc deprotection and coupling species
Fmoc Deprotection

Coupling Species

(Figure 22) – (left) Fmoc deprotection peaks, the area (integral) of each bar corresponds to the
concentration of Fmoc group passing through the detector during the deprotection wash – this feature
exploits the absorbance of Fmoc at 365nm. (right) Integrals for the Coupling species.
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2.9

Maldi Mass Spectrometry – results
Mass spectrum for Jamie-3 intermediate (with Phipr orthogonal protecting group)

In te n s . [a .u .]

2.9.1

2 3 4 3 .0 6 3

4000

3000

1 1 7 2 .0 5 7

2000

2 1 6 7 .7 7 3

1000

1 4 6 2 .6 4 2

1 7 7 4 .7 8 2

9 9 4 .5 1 9
1 0 5 0 .5 7 0

1 6 5 4 .6 7 2

1 5 6 2 .6 6 5

8 8 8 .4 5 9

0
800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

2400

(Figure 23) – Mass Spectra of a sample of Jamie-3-Asn in it’s linear form before cyclisation. The predominant peak at 2343 is believed to be the
mass of the molecule with all protecting groups removed except the PhiPr on Glu-4. This is because TFA used to cleave the sample from the
beads would remove all orthogonal protecting groups except for the PhiPr which is removed under basic conditions using Hydrazine.
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m /z

2.9.2

Mass spectrum for Jamie-3-ASN and Jamie-3 GLU

(Figure 24) - Mass Spectra of (top) Jamie-3-Asn solid crude (middle) Jamie-3-Glu solid crude and (bottom) Jamie-3-Glu ether extract. The
predominant peak in the spectra of the Jamie-3-Glu ether extract is at 2264 m/z, the expected peak if the synthesis went to full completion would
be at 2248m/z. This heavier product is consistent with non-cyclised Jamie-3 product – note the cyclisation step involves the loss of a water
molecule (18g/mol)

The mass of the peptide was calculated in ISIS-Draw and re-confirmed by hand. The mass of Jamie-3 were also conveniently
calculated by first summing the mass of all components of the backbone, and adding Glycine in as a linker (in which R=H=1amu),
this is convenient because the mass of different versions of Jamie-3 with different linkers could be easily calculated by substituting 1
for the mass of the linkers side-chain (R-group). The mass of Jamie-3 with glycine linker was found to be 2176amu.
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2.10 MTT assay results
PDZ ligand
with 2mM glutamic acid

Controls

Control
0.37469
0.483991

Avg
Sd

Camptothecin
0.150793651
0.107561532

Absorbance
2mM
10mM Glu
Glu
0.11947619 0.046444
0.104513241 0.001171

R2
0.314167
0.366611

J3-ASN
0.294778
0.181342

J3-GLU
0.206833
0.138264

Assay of SHSY-5Y cells with Camptothecin, Glutamic acid and PDZ ligands (R2, J3-Asn and J3-Glu)
0.45

0.4

0.35

Absorbance

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
Control

Camptothecin

10mM Glu

2mM Glu

R2

J3-ASN

J3-GLU

(Figure 1.0) – Graph of MTT Absorbance assay of SHSY-5Y cells untreated, with glutamic acid,
camptothecin or PDZ binding ligand (50µM)+glutamate. Controls on the left hand side are (from left to
right) (i) SHSY-5Y cells untreated (Optimem buffer only) (ii) Cells treated with Camptothecin (iii & iv) cells
treated with Glutamic acid (which is toxic and should kill the cells). On the right hand side, the three bars
show absorbance results for PDZ binging ligands each with 2mM glutamic acid.
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3
3.1

Discussion
Ligand design
3.1.1

PDZ binding site and its binding ligands

PDZ domains possess a common structure which consists of Six ß strands (ßA- ßF) and Two α
helices (αA, αB) that fold to form a six stranded ß-sandwich, an arrangement whereby ß-pleated
sheets face one another in a layered arrangement.15 As mentioned previously an important
characteristic of PDZ domains is their ability
to bind ligands at their C-termini (and
sequences resembling C-termini). This is
made possible by the R/K-XXX-GLGF
sequence (often referred to in the literature
as simply GLGF) found between ßA and ßB
which allows the C-terminal carboxylate on
the ligand to be co-ordinated by a network
of hydrogen bonds to amide groups within
the loop.3
(Figure 25) Cartoon of PDZ1 domain of PSD-95

As mentioned in the introduction, PDZ domains are classed by their specificity, we are
interested in Class I (PDZ1 and PDZ2) contained within PSD-95, which is specific for the
binding sequence of -(Ser/Thr-X-φ)-COOH, where φ=hydrophobic amino acid (Val, Ile, Leu).3
According to Harris and Lim, the side chains of positions P-0 and P-2 of a PDZ ligand point
directly into the crevice of the peptide binding groove. P-0 interacts with a large hydrophobic
pocket (Leu at C-terminus preferred by Class I). P-2 is in close proximity to PSD-95 Histidine and
the hydroxylated side chain of either a Serine or Threonine can form a hydrogen bond with the
N3 nitrogen of the Histidine in the binding groove. This explains the Class I PDZ domains
preference for Ser or Thr at position P-2.
3.1.2

Cyclic PDZ binding ligands and Ruth-2

Piserchio, Spaller et al had, as introduced earlier, designed a PDZ binding ligand with a cyclic
structure incorporating a ß-Ala bridge between Glu-4 and Lys-2 designed to confer stabilisation
on it’s interaction with the hydrophobic pocket (ß2 strand ß2- ß3 loops) of the PDZ domain of
PSD-95. In their work they claim a 10-fold increase in binding affinity and assert that cyclisation
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also confers enzymatic stability against proteases12 Their cyclic structure was based on the
sequence of CRIPT, a PDZ binding sequence but with Ser-2 and Gln-4 have been replaced with
Glutamic acid and Lysine respectively with Valine at the C-terminus. They used NMR to study
the interactions between ligand and PDZ and showed that the inclusion of a ß-Ala bridge
between Glu-4 and Lys-2 constrains an extended conformation of the peptide.

13

This was the

basis of subsequent work carried out by Austen Empson, Duberly, Turner et al, who developed
cyclic PDZ binding ligand Ruth-2, a collaboration between St. Georges university of London,
Royal Holloway, University of London and University of Otago, New Zealand. We have seen
that Ruth-2 features a ß-alanine linker between Glu-4 and Lys-2 and we will examine the effect of
changing the linker so as to examine amino acids with different side-chains at this position.

B-ALA bridge
N
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N
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(Figure 26) – Structure of Ruth-2 showing ß-alanine linker in red, Hexa-arginine cell penetration

sequence in purple and auxiliary group: biotinylated lysine (for fluorescence microscopy studies) in green.

3.1.3

Improvements to Ruth-2

The PDZ domain contains within it’s proximity a positive charged epsilon amine on Lys-98. In
order to achieve the objective of attaining a PDZ binding ligand with tighter binding
characteristics than Ruth-2, we hoped to achieve an ionic interaction between this and a linker
with a negatively charged side chain substituted for ß-Alanine between Lys-2 and Glu-4 in the
ring of Ruth-2; these new putative PDZ ligands designated Jamie-n, where n represents the
linker under test. This was made possible by modelling on the PSD-95 crystal structure PDB file
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by Piserchio, Spaller et al4 and
modifying

the

existing

Ruth-2

structure.
The close-up molecular rendering on
right

shows

PSD-95

protein

in

background (faded green) with its
Lysine-98

residue

(bold

green).

Drawn-in graphically by hand is an
example of an ionic interaction
between the Carboxylate group of αAspartyl linker (on J1) and Lysine-98
ε amine (grey dotted lines). This is
an additional type of interaction to
the existing hydrogen bonding and
hydrophobic interplay aimed for in (Figure 27) – J1-a-ASP ligand docked with PDZ of PSD-95
modelling

the

Jamie

series

of (hydrogens are not shown, Scigress software used)

putative PDZ binding ligands.
The interacting force between the two atoms is based on the inverse square law and is given by

Force =

q1q 2
4πε 0 r 2

(where q1,q1 are the ion charges (C) and

ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity constant)

The energy of this interaction (Coulomb or ionic potential energy) in given by

Energy =

q1q 2
4πε 0 r and varies inversely to the distance in contrast to force which varies by

inverse square. Looking closely we can relate this practically to our work by the equation

Energy = −

q1q 2 − e 2
(note the negative sign and inclusion of e, where e=represents a multiple
4πε 0 r

of charge on the electron, which is 1.602 × 10−19 C per integer charge).
We can see that the two interacting opposite charged atoms in near proximity result in a
lowering of the energy – a favourable interaction which will improve ligand binding and should
result in more negative PMF scores reflecting this each time this type of electrostatic interaction
occurs. It is important to note that the charges, q1 and q2 are both positive integers (irrespective
of positive or negative charges as they are multiples) and the minus sign before the e.31
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An array of PDZ binding ligands were modelled in silico (as described in the method section)
which included various enantiomers and conformations of Aspartic acid and Glutamic acid
(which both have negatively charged side-chains). L- and D- isomers were modelled and these
were also generated as α- and ß- conformers to examine the effect of isomerism and
conformation on PDZ domain binding. These structural variations may affect the proximity of the
linkers negative side-chain when other residues in the molecule are interacting with the docking
site and may also alter the conformation when un-docked through intramolecular interactions.

3.1.4

Geometrical optimisation of putative ligands to global energy minima

Prior to running the docking simulations, the putative PDZ binding ligands with their varied
structure (in terms of conformation and isomerism) were geometrically optimised to produce a
conformation of the molecule at it’s lowest energy known as its global energy minima. The
Scigress molecular modelling software package was employed with a MM3 forcefield calculation
in order to achieve this and results are provided in Table 5 (in the results section). This was
important because although the peptide ligand backbones were built up using α-amino acids –
incorporating various linkers involved manual graphical drawing of atoms and bonds through the
software user interface. Hand modelled atoms and bonds drawn graphically on the computer
have unrealistic bond lengths and angles and so geometrical optimisation of the structures were
necessary before running the docking simulations.20

3.1.5

Overcoming the technical problems of molecular modelling

Swiss PDB viewer, an excellent software package was initially used visualise PDB files
generated by Scigress and perform GROMOS energy minimisation on the docked structures via
its GROMOS plug-in. However problems of unrealistic bond lengths (over 10Å) and spurious
bonds between residues was experienced. This was found to be related to Heteroatom
(HETATM) records within the PDB files used to denote the cyclic peptide structure. After many
attempts to rectify the problem, Swiss-PDB optimisation of ligand-PDZ docked structures using
GROMOS was abandoned. To overcome this, the resulting files from the docking simulations
were stored in CSF format for Scigress and Zeus software was subsequently used for
visualisation.
There were an additional set of constraints on the generation of the in silico docking results,
namely that of the computational cost of increasing the degrees of freedom in the simulation.
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Simulations were run according to flexible ligand and rigid docking site (of the protein). Running
the simulations with both flexible ligands and flexible active sites would have an impact on the
results, hopefully a more favourable one, by increasing the degrees of freedom in proposing the
moves of ligand-active site atoms interacting. This however is computationally expensive20 and
the time taken for the calculations to complete was excessive and so a semi flexible docking
approach was followed instead.
That said, although there was and is an increase in demand for processing power, it was
initiating, running and re-running simulations that was found to be more of a limiting factor. One
way to overcome this would be to automate the process via a batch or scripting method which
unfortunately the Scigress software version I used does not support (at time of writing, later
versions may do so). Swiss PDB viewer on the other hand does have an internal scripting
facility to implement such a batch method, but time constraints and the HETATM problem with
loading the cyclic peptide ligands precluded its use, additionally PMF scoring within Scigress
was found to be an appropriate and convenient means of rating the docking of putative PDZ
ligands to PSD-95.
3.1.6

Examining In Silico results

The Bar graphs for the docking results (figures 13 and 14) show the reciprocal of the PMF
scores (1/PMF score) as the PMF scores are generally negative numbers. The results for the
docking of 8 putative ligands (L- or D- and alpha- or –beta glutamate or aspartate linkers)
clearly depict better scores for the alpha ligands, alpha-aspartyl and alpha-glutamyl groups
(both L- and D- enantiomers) as compared with beta-alanine control. This is believed to be due
to the ionic interaction between the negative linker and Lys-98 of PSD-95, although Scigress
doesn’t show Ionic interactions in its graphical rendering it clearly orientates the ligand so that
the negatively charged Carboxyl group is in close proximity to the ε amine of Lys-98.
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When a Scigress generated
docked

PDZ

ligand

and

protein complex (Jamie-3-Lα-aspartyl) was visualised in
Zeus, the distance between
the Carboxylate and ε amine
of Lys-98 was found to be
4.92

Å

which

was

also

confirmed with Swiss PDB
viewer.
(Figure 28) – Zeus rendering of docked pdz binding ligand, Jamie-3-L-a-aspartyl with PSD-95.

(Measurement of distance shown in Orange)

This distance was similar in cases where ligand had been oriented during docking such that the
carboxylate and ε amine of Lys-98 were placed in close proximity, close enough for an ionic
electrostatic interaction to occur.
The scores show marginal improvement in docking scores for the beta ligands ß-aspartyl and
ß –glutamyl as compared to ß-alanine control. Interestingly in all groups compared to betaalanine the L- linkers scored much better in PMF calculation but the corresponding D- linkers
scored consistently marginally less across the board. For instance L-α-aspartyl scored better
than D-α-aspartyl, L-ß-aspartyl scored better than D-ß-aspartyl and so forth (for all L- and Dpairs). One way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) tests were used to establish if there were any
statistically significant differences between replicates in each group (excluding the controls) the Null Hypothesis was that there was no difference between linkers.
One way ANOVA tests for the all the linkers within the L- and D- groups showed no statistically
significant difference (f-values compared with f-critical values failed to reject the null
hypothesis). One way ANOVA tests on the L-amino acid linkers with polar-uncharged side
chains concluded the same.
It must however be emphasised that simulations were repeated only 3 times for each ligand
linker and given the high variance values in each group is likely a contributing factor to this
statistical result – Far more than 3 replicates would be required to overcome the large
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intra-group variance seen. The error bars for b-Glutamyl L-/D- pair and Threonine show the
particularly large variance for these replicate groups.
Interestingly docking of the NR2B C-terminus (sequence SLETKL), achieved consistently better
results than beta-alanine control. Both were used as controls however in keeping with the
objective of the work, namely designing a ligand with high affinity than Ruth-2, comparison of
putative ligand linker was made with the beta-alanine linker of Ruth-2 rather than NR2B
c-terminus whose Results were included here for completeness. These in-silico results suggest
that the Cyclisation of PDZ ligand structure alone does not contribute to an improvement in
binding affinity and may only confer protease stability. We will contrast the in-silico results to the
in-vitro cellular results after we have discussed the synthesis of the Jamie-n series of PDZ
binding ligands.

6

(Figure 29) - Zeus Wireframe rendering of PSD-95 protein with backbone residues shown coloured by

their R-group nature (red=acidic, blue=basic, gold=polar, grey=non-polar) and ribbon in Turquoise. Sidechains are not shown for the protein but are for the residues of the ligand. The PDZ domain is shown in
blue and J-1-a-asp ligand in green (both PDZ and ligand are rendered as cylinders).
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3.2

Synthesis of putative PDZ binding ligand Jamie-1

Now that we have looked at the in-silico results we shall look at the synthesis of the Jamie-n
series of putative PDZ binding ligands and the issues, considerations and difficulties
encountered. Solid Phase peptide synthesis was introduced early and now we shall take a step
by step look at this methodology was implemented.

3.2.1

J1 backbone – precursor to cyclic peptide

The fully linear, orthogonally protected backbone precursor Jamie-1, J1 was prepared according
to an Fmoc protocol for peptide synthesis protocol using a a Leu-PEG-PC resin. The
methodology followed that of the synthesis of Jamie-1 predecessor Ruth-2, R2.
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(Figure 30) - Schematic of the J-1 (Jamie-1) backbone – precursor to cyclic J-1 based on R-2 (Ruth-2).
-1

(From right to left) blue region shows the initial Leucine, Leu bound to the Resin (Fmoc-Leu-PEG-PS)
-2

-4

followed by Orthogonally protected groups (shown in red) on Lys (IvDde) and Glu (PhiPr) which are
-3

separated by Thr . Two conventionally Fmoc coupled residues Leu
-7

-8

-5

and Ser

-6

precede Biotinylated

-9

Lysine, Lys (shown in Green). Gly and Gly are proceeded by Pbf protected Hexa-Arginine unit (Purple
with Pbf shown in Magenta) which has been acetylated. Two t-Butyl groups are shown in Orange and are
used to protect the hydroxyl of Threonine and Serine.
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3.2.2

FMOC deprotection

Fmoc protection strategy is stable in acidic conditions and therefore required Basic conditions
for cleaving temporary protection (Piperidine 20% in DMF).

R

O
H

O

(peptide)

N

R

O

N
H

O
Piperidine 20%
in DMF

O

OH

N
O

Amino acid
(FMOC protected)

N

R

N
H

CH2

H

adduct

+

(peptide)

H2N
O

+

CO2

9-fluronylmethyl

(Figure 31) - Mechanism of FMOC deprotection. R=residue side chain

The mechanism of FMOC deprotection (shown above) proceeds via the deprotonation of the
fluorene ring to give an aromatic cyclopentadiene intermediate. This occurs because the
fluorene ring system of 9-Flurenylmethyloxycarbonyl exerts electron withdrawal rendering the
lone hydrogen on the ß-Carbon very acidic and susceptible to removal by a weak base. The
planar cyclopentadiene intermediate is stable following removal of the proton and satisfies
Huckel’s 4n+2 rule for the number of adjacent π electrons in a planar ring. Piperidine is a 2º
amine base which serves both to drive the deprotonation and trap the 9-flourenylmethyl to form
the adduct, liberating CO2 in the process. The CO2 is required to intercede as a leaving group
and is incorporated into Fmoc protection, although interesting discussion on the preparation of
the reagents and protecting groups used in SPSS is beyond the scope of this article, the author
directs the reader to invaluable resources: Protecting Group Chemistry and Amino acid and
peptide synthesis Oxford Chemistry Primers for more detailed information on this.26,28
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3.2.3

HATU Coupling agent and mechanism

Reactivity of the incoming carboxylic acid residue is important and rapid acetylation is aimed for
to minimise side-reactions. The coupling agent HATU, 2-(1H-7-Azabenzotriazol-1-yl)--1,1,3,3tetramethyl uronium hexafluorophosphate Methanaminium was used to drive the reaction
forward via activation of the acyl group. HATU is frequently seen in SPSS protocols and is the
best reagent in its class according to Jones28, giving minimal racemisation and succeeding in
sterically hindered couplings.
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(Figure 32) - Mechanism of HATU activation of Acyl group of FMOC protected incoming amino acid.
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3.2.4

Double and triple coupling of ‘difficult residues’

Some amino acids added to the peptide during assembly suffer from sub-optimal coupling yields
which would as we discussed earlier on the account of the inherent nature of SPSS and this can
Residue

n-Couple

Reason

Leu-5

double

Nearby

impact detrimentally on the final yield if
steric

hindrance.
Lys(Biotin)-7

triple

Problems with
solubility
despite use of
different solvent

N-Acetyl

double

Imidazole

Ensure full
acetlation to
confer protease
stability

(Table 15) – A list of double and triple coupled
residues and reasons for multiple washes.

intervention was not made. It is for this reason
that some residues were double or tripled
coupled in order to encourage a higher yield at
the coupling step. The process of a n-Couple
(double or triple) is the same as a normal
coupling step viz. (i) deprotection (ii) wash and
(iii) coupling except that the deprotection is not
performed. For example in the triple coupling of
Lysine, first the resin bound peptide is Fmoc
deprotected (using 20% Piperidine in DMF),
washed with DMF and then coupled. The
second and third couplings do not involve an

FMOC deprotection. Any number of repetitive couplings do not extend the length of the peptide
by more than a single individual residue (i.e. a double couple does not add two residues) and
the same incoming residue is used in cycle of the n-Couple.
To overcome solubility problems Biotinylated Lysine was Triple coupled and dissolved in 1:1 of
DMF:DMSO (DMF:NMP). Problems were encountered on the first run of synthesis with
biotinylated lysing not dissolving and blocking the machine and on subsequent run the
synthesiser was programmed to stop after the first couple to allow for manual intervention.
3.2.5

Orthogonal protecting group strategies employed in J1 synthesis

In order to allow for subsequent cyclisation and inclusion of a linker, orthogonally `protected
residues FmocLys(ivDde) were coupled at step 2 and FmocGlu((2-PhiPr) at step 4 respectively.

3.2.5.1

FMOC-Lys(IvDde)

Protection of the episilon amine of lysine was necessary otherwise incoming amino acid
residues may have reacted to form an undesired ε amide linkage. IvDde, 1-(4,4-Dimethyl-2,6- 52 -

dioxo-cyclohexylidene)-3-methyl-butyl orthogonal protecting groups possesses higher specificity
during Fmoc cleavage in comparison to Dde and was the protecting group of choice. IvDde was
deprotected with 2% Hydrazine in DMF. Since Hydrazine will also remove Fmoc the J1
backbone was synthesised prior to deprotection of IvDDE.
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(Figure 33) - Mechanism of deprotection.of orthogonal IvDDE protecting group on Lys ε amine

3.2.5.2

FMOC-Glu(O-2-PhiPr)

The gamma carboxyl function of Glutamate-4 posed a similar kind of problem to that of the
epsilon amine of Lysine-2 although they are different groups. Protection of this γ carboxyl group
was afforded by the Phenyl-Isopropyl protecting group which was conveniently cleaved using
1% TFA in DCM.
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(Figure 34) - Mechanism of deprotection.of orthogonal PhiPr protecting group on Glu
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3.2.5.3

Other protecting groups employed

The Guanidino-N on Arginine was protected with Pbf, the Trityl protecting group was used for
the amide on the Asparagine side-chain and the hydroxyl group of both Serine and Threonine
was protected by a tButyl group. PBF, tButyl and Trityl groups are all cleaved with TFA.
3.2.5.4

Free radical scavenger Dimercaptoethanol

As t-Butyl ions are reactive species with potential to cause damage the product was finally
treated with free radical Scavenger Dimercaptoethanol, 0.5% in DCM in a fume cupboard!
3.2.6

Problems with Cyclisation

The cyclisation step in the synthesis of the macrocyclic peptides posed the most problematic.
We can see from the mass spectra that in the synthesis of ligand Jamie-3-Asn the predominant
peak at 2343m/z was more massive than the expected value of 2233m/z. This peak was
believed to be the mass of the molecule with all protecting groups removed except the PhiPr on
Glu-4. alluding to incomplete cyclisation. The sample was taken during cyclisation and as TFA
was used to cleave the sample from the beads this removes all orthogonal protecting groups
except for the PhiPr which is cleaved under basic conditions using Hydrazine.
The root of the cyclisation problems is likely to be steric hindrance due to the bulky constituents
surrounding Lys-2 and Glu-4 obstructing the incoming amino residue. We can see that in
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(Figure 36)
“bulky” Trityl
group

peptide ligand with an
Asparagine linker.

The initial Kaiser test before cyclisation but after removal of Lys-2 IvDde should be positive
(Showing Ruheman’s purple) indicating the free epsilon amine of lysine. However after a wash
with the incoming linker residue dissolved in its coupling agent, a subsequent Kaiser test should
be negative. If a positive result was observed then the strategy used to push the cyclisation
forward was that of repeating the couple with the same coupling agent and then again with
different agents such as Bop or HBTU and repeating the Kaiser test.
The final mass spectra of Jamie-3-Asn (after synthesis had completed and with all protecting
groups removed) showed a base peak at 2248.256m/z, again this corresponds to the uncyclised
form of the peptide product.
3.2.6.1

Calculation of peptide mass and weight differences between cyclised and un-cyclised
ligand

Initially two online peptide calculation tools were used to calculate the mass of the peptide
product, with consideration for modified residues (such as biotinylated lysine, and acetylation of
the N-terminus). This generated masses which differed to those calculated by hand. The
molecular calculation tool of the ISIS-draw software used to draw the 2d molecules for
documenting corresponded to the masses calculated by-hand.
It was later realised that both online calculation tools, although useful tools, suffer from an
inherent problem in their method of calculating mass. They use an algorithm that simply adds
the masses of each residue and deducts 18 (the mass of a water molecule lost on condensation
when the amide bond is formed). This method fails when part of the peptide is cyclic because a
cyclic peptide involves two losses of water molecules (to join both ends of the ring) as opposed
to the corresponding linear peptide and this was confirmed by comparing ISIS-Draw and
by-hand calculation of both cyclic and linear peptides with the masses quoted by the online
peptide mass calculator.
This is important not only because we needed to confirm the mass of the peptide product but
that it gives us an indication of whether cyclisation was successful – In the case of an
uncyclised product we see a mass approximately corresponding to a single water molecule
greater than that of the desired cyclised peptide mass (which would have lost two water
molecules on complete cyclisation, rather than one in its linear form).
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We can conclude that Jamie-3-Asn base peak at 2248.256m/z (expected ~2233) as mentioned
earlier corresponds to an uncyclised product, as does Jamie-3-Glu from the ether extract, base
peak at 2264m/z (expected ~2248) while the solid extract of Jamie-3-Glu at 2248.309 does
correspond to the desired cyclised peptide product incorporating its Glutamyl linker. The Jamie3-Glu ether extract was not subsequently used and the Jamie-3-Glu solid extract constitutes a
fully cyclised peptide product. The Jamie-3-Asn ether extract was used as we had no feasible
product in the solid extract this was therefore not discarded.

3.3

in-vitro cellular results, in-silico results and synthesis factors

The extent to which the new Jamie-n series prevent excitotoxicity was measured by adding
Jamie-3-Asn and Jamie-3-Glu PDZ peptide ligands to neuronal cells from the SHSH-5 cell line
in the presence of 2mmol Glutamic acid, and quantifying the number of cells that survived using
an MTT absorbance assay.
It should be noted that the synthesis of Jamie-3-Asn did not yield the fully cyclised product but
its uncyclised form, whilst Jamie-3-Glu the fully cyclised ligand (according to base peak of mass
spectra) and this will be taken into account when looking at the in-vitro cell results.
Examining the MTT assay results on the SHSH-5 cell line we see that the three cytotoxic agents
(Camptothecin, 10mmol and 2mmol Glutamic acid) all resulted in a decrease in cell viability as
compared to the negative control (its wells had no cytotoxic compounds added, only medium).
Cell viability was reduced by 59.7% for Camptothecin treated cells and 68.2% and 81.6% for
10mmol and 2mmol glutamic acid treated cells respectively when compared with the negative
control. This was as expected, there is however an anomaly in that more of the cells in 10mmol
glutamic acid survived than in 2mmol glutamic acid, contrary to what we would expect. All three
peptide ligands, Ruth-2, Jamie-3-Asn (uncyclised), and Jamie-3-Glu appear to decrease
excitotoxic cell death by virtue of increased cell viability (higher MTT assay absorbances) in
comparison to the three controls containing excitotoxic compounds. Cell viabilities with the
putative neuroprotective peptide ligands were 83.7%, 78.4% and 55.3% for Ruth-2, Jamie-3Asn (uncyclised) and Jamie-3-Glu respectively when compared with negative control these
figures represent cells that have survived in 2mmol glutamic acid (which as we have seen
results in the death of 81.6% of the cells without the presence of a neuroprotective ligand). The
mechanism postulated to be responsible for this is that of disruption of the PSD-95 interaction
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with the NR2B PMCa subunit but co-immunoprecipitation studies and GST pulldown assays are
required to confirm this mechanism and quantify binding affinity.
Single tailed t-tests for unequal group variances showed that due to variation within the Ruth-2
group the cell viability of 83.7% was not statistically significant when compared with the 2mM
glutamic acid control (p = 0.06684). The same test showed statistically significant difference
between both Jamie-3-Asn (p = 0.01011) Jamie-3-Glu (p = 0.00954) and control. Although the
p-value for Jamie-3-Glu shows greater statistical significance than that of Jamie-3-Asn, it is
interesting to recall that Jamie-3-Asn is the uncyclised form whilst Jamie-3-Glu (and Ruth-2) is
cyclised. This suggests that the Cyclisation of PDZ ligand structure alone does not contribute to
an improvement in binding affinity as postulated by Spaller and Piserchio. Furthermore this
finding in the cellular results correlates to another finding in the in-silico results that the NR2B
C-terminus sequence, SLETKL binds to PDZ of PSD-95 with higher affinity than the cyclic
B-Alanine linker.

3.4

PDZ binding ligands as potential therapeutic neuroprotective agents in
neurodegenerative disease

NMDAR

mediated

Glutamate

induced

excitotoxicity

is

an

established

pathway

in

neurodegenerative disease.3,9,12 We have seen that crude NMDAR receptor blockade is not a
favourable treatment approach, with the exception of Memantine an NMDAR blocker, in light of
diminished efficacy and intolerable side-effects. The issue of efficacy is outlined by a Clinical
Evidence report by the BMJ (British Medical Journal) which deemed Memantine offered only
marginal improvement in symptoms over placebo.34
In addition to the establishment of the NMDAR receptor in mediating excitotoxicity we have also
seen that catastrophic neurological or developmental defects are not seen in PSD-95 knockout
mice but they instead exhibit a decrease in efficacy of receptor clustering33 These and other
related factors supported by current research on PDZ domains in neurodegeneration
demonstrate that the targeting of PDZ domains to disrupt NMDA receptor and thereby mitigate
excitotoxic damage is potentially viable therapeutic approach. It is clearly an important avenue
for future research. It is also dependent on current research in the delivery of peptide based
therapeutic agents across the blood brain barrier.
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3.5

Project limitations and constraints

I hoped to perform Immunohistochemical analysis to study the extent to which Jamie-n series
PDZ binding ligands internalise within SHSH-5 cells and to PSD-95. This would have utilised the
integrated biotin marker within the structure as a target for anti-biotin antibody to aid in
visualisation. The availability of a Flourescence capable microscope was a major problem and
this prevented study of the internalisation of Jamie-n series PDZ binding ligands.
More importantly in order to obtain Kd dissociation constants for these putative ligands I
intended to perform a GST pulldown assay to produce a western blot. This would have also
allowed us to examine and quantify the affect of these putative on the interaction between
PSD-95 and PMCA-2b. This was not possible in the timeframe as I was only able to commence
lab work on the 2nd of March and the synthesis required a re-run after the first attempt which
failed to yield a purifiable product.
Another complementary technique, co-immunoprecipitation could have been used involving the
use of an anti-PMCA-2b antibody with syntaxin (precipitation not expected to be affected by
ligand), and PSD-95 (precipitation expected to be inhibited by ligand) again to examine the
disruption of Jamie-n series to PSD-95 PMCA2b binding.
Time was also a major constraining factor, especially with a project of this magnitude involving
many critical steps and detailed analysis both during the synthesis and subsequently of the
peptide product and its affects. More time would have allowed a re-run of the synthesis for the
Jamie-3-Asn (given that steric hindrance was a factor during cyclisation) and would have
allowed binding assays to be conducting to yield a Kd constant and information about how these
cyclic ligands with a range of linkers affect the interaction of NMDAR subunits.
More time and money would have allowed other computational techniques to be employed such
as QSAR or high-throughput virtual screening of a library of putative PDZ binding ligands (the
author could have devised a method of generating a novel PDZ ligand library through an
automated approach) against PSD-95s PDZ domain. These though are over-ambitious within
the time-frame of months available to a Masters level project but may be viable approaches in
pursuing research into the characterisation of PDZ binding ligands.
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4

Conclusion

The correlation of both in silico ligand binding results in the form of scores of Potential Mean
Force and MTT assay results on SHSY-5Y cells suggests that Cyclisation of PDZ ligand
structure alone does not contribute to an improvement in binding affinity and may only confer
protease stability. More work is required to quantify the binding affinity of the Jamie-n series of
ligands and investigate other similar cyclic and non-cyclic ligands incorporating residues that are
capable of forming a stronger interaction than ß-alanine with the PDZ1 domain of PSD-95 in
order to afford protection against glutamate induced excitotoxicity.
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5

Software used in this project

5.1 Molecular modelling and Chemistry software employed in this project
Product Name, version
Used for
Developed by, URL
Scigress, v7.7
Automated
Fujitsu-Siemans
Docking
http://www.cache.fujitsu.com
and energy
minimisation

Swiss PDB Viewer, 4.0.1

Visualisation
and GROMOS
scoring

Nicolas Guex , Alexandre Diemand ,
Manuel C. Peitsch , & Torsten
Schwede
http://spdbv.vital-it.ch

Zeus PDB viewer, v1.1

Visualisation
and Sequence
Searching

Jamie Al-Nasir,
http://www.KryptonScientific.com

** Developed by
the author of
this work **
Millipore MilliGen 9050
software,v1.0

Millipore/Biosearch
Automated
peptide
synthesis

Functions as the controller
software for MilliGen 9050
peptide synthesiser
(Table 16) – List of software used, continued overleaf
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MDL-ISIS-Draw,v2.5

2d drawing of
chemical
structures and
mechanisms

MDL Information Systems
superseded by SymyxDraw
http://www.symyx.com/
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